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Abstract-Communication is an essential part of our daily 
life. A multitude of devices enable users to communicate every- 
where and anytime. One drawback resulting from this ahility 
is the expectation of a caller to always reach the callee. As a 
consequence the possibility to restnct "availability for communi- 
cation" becomes a necessary feature too. Users demand efficient 
filtering mechanisms to control incoming calls according to their 
current context. Communication services should become more 
User centric and consider context information to adapt to the 
most suitable behavior. 

This paper investigates the use of context information to 
enhance existing SIP call control Services and sewices created 
with the the CaU Processing Language (CPL). These contexl- 
aware corninunicaiion services are the proposed approach to cope 
with the demand for a User centric contml of incoming calls. 
The pmposed solutions have been implemented as an extended 
SIP call control sewice and an extension to the existing CPL 
syntax. Currently, location information forms the primary source 
of context information. Different indoor location sensing systems 
have been evaluated. Fially, two different Kids  of sewice types 
have been chosen for evaluation as representatives for the variety 
of service creation approaches especially in a SIP environment. 

Communication has become a sine qua non in today's life. 
It is a commodity in our private life and a requirement for 
nornadic business models. Current telephony functionality is 
mainly provided by Intelligent Network (IN) systems. These 
systems operate on a single purpose circuit switched network 
with a limited number of dedicated access points. The ser- 
vices in the Intelligent Network have evolved from a simple 
connection for verbal communication to a small, but carefully 
designed Set of supplementary services. 

IP Telephony uses packet switched networks, that are shared 
with other communication applications such as e-mail or 
instant rnessaging. IP networks Open up a multi-vendor market 
and provide a place of competition for innovative products, 
sewices, and business models. The shared networking platform 
facilitates the integration of real-time voice cornmunication 
with other IP based applications. 

A rising amount of mobile hand-held devices assist the 
user's (demanded) mobility. The attainment to communicate 
(nearly) everywhere also has a downside - the expectation 
that one is always available. Depending on the user's actual 
context the User wants to control its availability. In several 
situations (e.g. in a theater) even the nnging of a device is 
inappropriate. Therefore, users need the possibility to control 
the behavior of their devices. This should be accomplished by 
a helper that implicitly fulfills this task on behalf of the User 
disappearing from the user's perception. 

In this paper the use of context information to parameterize 
the execution of communication services is introduced. The 
user's view on the handling of the call is moved into focus. 
Therefore, services must be highly customizable and the 
specification of the user's requirements must be intuitive to 
express. To clearly distinguish between services provided by 
the telephone network, such as call control and supplernentary 
services, and services that offer tailored functionality to the 
user, we define the term Custom User Services. These services 
are typically Set up and parameterized by the User itself instead 
of being the outcome of a professional developrnent process. 
This distinguishes them from traditional telephony services 
which only allow limited parameterization by the user. 

The proposed approach shows the usability of conrexr-aware 
comnzi4nication sewices on the basis of two different kinds 
of services. An end-system sewice executed in a SIP User 
Agent (UA) and a third-party call control service based on 
a CPL script have been chosen as typical representatives. 
The extensions of both service types have been implemented 
in our IP telephony system running in a lab environment. 
The implementation shows their feasibility in supporting the 
sewice creation process. 

The rest of paper is stmctured as follows: Section 11 defines 
the scope and challenges of our application scenario. Sec- 
tion 111 provides an introduction of the essential components 
and concepts needed for the realization of our approach. The 
approach to consider context information for parameterizing 



communication services as well as architectural and imple- 
mentation issues of the system and the Prototype are described 
in Section IV. The paper is concluded with a Summary and 
an outlook in Section V. 

11. INVESTIGATED ENVIRONMENT AND SCOPE 

Cornmunication theory provides insights on the properties 
of human face-to-face communication. It states that context in- 
formation is an essential Part of communication [I]. A specific 
context is built during each conversation to resolve arnbigui- 
ties. Additionally, tlie communication between humans always 
happens in a specific situation and a particular environment 
- a certain context. Currently, no comprehensive technical 
means to use context information to enhance communication 
processes exist. 

The scenario depicted in Figure 1 provides an intuitive ex- 
ample of a context-aware communication service. The purpose 
of the servicc is to support the controlling of incoming calls by 
jiltering. T1ie callee in this situation attends a meeting. During 
the rneeting the callee does not Want to be disturbed by any 
incoming calls. The only exceptions are calls from the project 
leader, an important customer and calls related to some sort 
of (personal) emergency. All other calls should be diverted to 
a colleague who does not attend the meeting. This behavior 
should only be active while the callee is in the rneeting. 

Fig. 1 .  Context-aware Call Diversion 

The User decides to transfer this policy into a service that 
provides the required functionalities. The call diversion service 
is the basic service to achieve this goal. Currently this service 
can only be attributed by tlie three conditioiis unconditional, 
busy, and no-reply. The approach described in this paper 
extends the condition Parameters to satisfy the user's nceds to 
handle the shown scenario. The call diversion services needs 
to be parametrized by the addresses of the incoming calls and 
by the context the user is in at the mornent of the call. I f  the 
conditions are met the call is diverted to the callee. Othenvise 
the call will be passed tluough to the specified colleague. 

Automated detection of the actual context is essential for 
offering context-aware services to the user. The switching of 
the context does not have to be performed by the User itself. 
Only this way it can actually disappear from the perception of 
the User This is a rnajor requirement and a distinction to the 
profiles used in current mobile phones. 

It seems that the detection of the location is sufficient to 
determine the user's context. Location is a primary context 
information and gives a good indication about the user's 
situation [2]. However, it often does not provide enough infor- 

mation to resolve possible ambiguities. Context information is 
a superset of the location inforrnation. 

The scenario shown in Figure 1 rnight relate to a farewell 
party of colleagues. In another case the callee who listened in 
the meeting has changed its role and became a speaker. In the 
latter case the handling described is not valid anymore. It is 
in general inappropriate to acccpt calls as a speaker. However, 
during a farewell party taking place in the meeting room calls 
can be routed to the callee. 

A. Relared Work 

Considering context information for human-to-human com- 
munication has not been investigated to its full extend. How- 
ever, the work on a location based call transfer service at 
ORL [3] can be seen as an early archetype. The application 
is limited to just one service and to only one kind of context 
information - the location. Active Badges have been used to 
track the User 's location here. 

111. BASIC CONCEPTS 

The concepts of sewices and context are introduced in this 
section. Definitions are given to form a common understand- 
ing, because both terrns exist in different areas and notations. 

A. Communication Services 

In this paper a generic model for services is introduced. 
The principle concept is to model services as a black box con- 
taining functionality that manipulates incoming and outgoing 
signaling and media streams. Such a rnodel is also proposed in 
the Distributed Feature Composition (DFC) architecture [4]. I t  
is used to show the evolution frorn communication services. 

I) Evolution of Services in Telephone Nerworks: In the 
traditional telephony system (POTS) the service functionality 
miglit be seen as just a piece of wire connecting the incoming 
and the outgoing signaling and media streams. This kind of 
service abstraction is depicted in Figure 2(a) and is typically 
called basic call. The interaction with the user is limited to 
ring tones and the ability to accept the call by going on-hook 
or off-hook. 

The Intelligent Network (IN) provides call conrrol services 
such as call forwarding, call transfer or call completion. The 
Users typically subscribe to these supplementary services. A 
model for this service is shown in Figure 2(b). The individual 
services shown an onloff behavior. The user has to explicitly 
enable or disable them. Some additional information is often 
provided to the User with the help of small displays that many 
ISDN phones have. 

The current generation of mobile phones provides mecha- 
nisms to support the user in wntrolling incoming calls and 
personalizing the device. The enforcement of the service is 
hinted in Figure 2(c). ProJiles form a container for individual 
Settings can typically be activated for a certain situation. Caller 
grorips allow to associate addresses to specific groups. An 
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incoming call frorn an address within such a group can e.g. 
be indicated by a defined ring tone. 

Even though there is quite a considerable amount of services 
that are recently evolving they all have one thing in common. 



(a) POTS Service (b) IN Service 

(C) Mobile phone Service (d) User centric Service 

Fig. 2. Evolution of Communicaiion Services 

The User has to explicitly active and deactivate the services 
and is rather restricted in parameterizing them. Moreover, the 
services have only a small amount of control functionalities. 

IP Telephony is a promising platform for the integration of 
sewices from different application areas. Most notably, appli- 
cation known from the lnternet such as web, mail or instant 
messaging can be named here. The common IP platform eases 
the integration. Additionally, CPL provides a comprehensive 
mechanisms to create Custom User Services especially for IP 
Telephony Systems using SIP. 

2 )  Ca11 Processing Language: The Call Processing Lan- 
guage (CPL) primarily addresses service parameterizations by 
untrusted developers or Users [5]. CPL is stnctly formalized 
and uses a decision graph technique. A Directed Acyclic Graph 
(DAG) is used to descnbe the control flows. This allows 
methods for analyzing worst-case paths and a guarantee for 
a well-defined termination. CPL has no variables, loops, or 
the ability to execute external programs. 

B. Context 

Context awareness is an enabling technology to build 
helpers for User. They are meant to disappear from the user's 
perception. This allows to create new classes of services. 

I) Context DeJinition: Most people have a general idea 
about what context is. However, there are diverse (and often 
vague) notions about what the term actually describes. In 
the area of Artifical Intelligente (AI) contexts are abstract 
objects in a domain and Statements can be made "about" 
them [6].  Contexts are often rich objects like situations and 
cannot cannot be completely described. The main question of 
whar context is cannot be answered as a result of a unique 
conclusion. Instead, various notions of context each for its 
application will be found useful [7]. Throughout this paper 
the following definition of context adapted from [8] is used: 

Conrexr is any information that can be used to char- 
acterize the situation of a subject and its interaction 
with optional objects. Objects are persons, places, or 
applications considered relevant to the subject. 

The combination of several context values provides a very 
powerful mechanism to detennine the current situation. Loca- 
tion, entity activity and time are typical context sources and 
are forming the pritruzry context. Knowledge of the current 
location and time together with a user's calendar provides 
a good estimation of the user's current social situation. It is 
preferable that the user's context is detected automatically and 
used as an implicit input to the parametrization of services. 

2) Context Usage: The utilization of context information 
requires several processing steps. These are the phases of 
acquisition, synfhesis, dissernination and use. The pnnciple 
procedure is shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. The Context Cycle 

The automatic context acquisition is a prerequisite in order 
to capture real world situations. This phase is characterized 
by the usage of a multitude of sensors. Sensors are used to 
capture the charactenstics of the physical world. 

A sensor is a device that perceives a physical 
property. It transmits the result to a measurement. 
A sensor maps the value of some environmental 
attribute to a quantitative measurement. 

Two types of sensors can be distinguished [2]. Physical 
sensors are electronic components that measure physical pa- 
rameters in the environment. Information gathered from a host 
process (e.g. current time, GSM cell, etc.) are considered as 
logical sensors. The sensor S is a time dependent function 
S:t -,X that provide the System with a Set of values (scalars, 
vectors, or symbolic values) which give a description of 
the context at that time [9]. A single output of a sensor 
might not produce sufficient information. Sensor Fusion is the 
combination of sensory data or data derived from sensory data 
such that the resulting information is in some sense better than 
would be possible when these sources were used individually. 

The context synthesis process assesses significant features 
of the context. This process uses the sensor information as 
an input and creates an abstract representation of the captured 
situation. Finally, the context information has to be dissem- 
inated to a receptor which Stores or uses the information. 
The proposed approach describes the whole process fiom 
the context acquisition to the use of context information to 
parametrize cornrnunication services. 

IV. APPROACH 

The observations on the behavior of human communication 
and the evolution of cornmunication services lead to the 
approach to propose context-aware communication services. 



This section gives a theoretical model on these services as well 
as information obtained from implementation and evaluation. 

A. Context-aware Communication Services 

Context-aware communication services are meant to ac- 
tually provide the functionalities that satisfy the demands 
described by the motivation example in Figure 1. The intro- 
duced service model is extended by the application of context 
information. The extended model is shown in Figure 4. The 
context Progress block is subdivided into the functionalities 
context acquisition and context synthesis. 
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Fig. 4. Model of a Coniext-aware Communicaiion Service 

The context information rnust be acquired frorn the envi- 
ronment using sensors as described. In the context synthesis 
process sensor data and additional information is processed 
to determine the most likely context. Techniques like sensor 
fusion or voting are used in this process. The context notion 
is transmitted to the service execution process. In the service 
enfoicement block the context information is used to influence 
the execution of the service functionality according to a 
specified behavior. 

Two concrete approaches to provide cornrnunication ser- 
vices are proposed in this paper. One approach targets at 
mobile devices with communication facilities. This can be a 
PDA with a SIP or H.323 soft client [10] or a next generation 
UMTS mobile phone using SIP. The second proposal utilizes 
a 3rd-party call coiitrol concept with a proxy server. This 
proxy server acts on behalf of the User, e.g. if the User is 
not available. Additionally, ihe proposed extensions are also 
useful for extending the Language for End System Services 
(LESS) an XML-based scripting language [ l  I]. 

The approach proposed in this paper exemplarily shows 
solutions for both types of services. The standard call diversion 
service has been extended with a new condition attribute. The 
extension give the service the ability to take context informa- 
tion into account. The execution of the call diversion can be 
based on this condition. The divertion of an incoming call can 
also be handled by a third-party call control component. A 
server component which is able to execute CPL scripts was 
chosen. The CPL language semantic was enhanced by new 
tags. These tags allow the User to specify in which contexts 
the CPL action is to be executed. Both extension have been 
implemented in our IP Telephony environment. 

B. Context-aware Communication System 

The approach has been used to design a Prototype setup. 
The principle setup is shown for a server and a client using 

a Context Server. Both examples are chosen because they 
represent typical application setups. Figure 5 depicts a third- 
party call control scenario. It includes the Feature Server 
hosting the users' CPL scripts. On an incoming call the 
according CPL script is executed and the necessary context 
information is queried from the Context Server. 

Fig. 5. The Feature Server communiczites with the Context Server 

In another scenario the Context Server is required by a SIP 
User Agent. The provided context information is used by the 
service process itself. The User has to configure the service via 
the command line with a SIP User Agent. Figure 6 depicts this 
use case. 

Fig. 6. A User Agent Queries the Context Server for Informaiion 

I )  Contexr Server as an Integration Component: The Con- 
text Server serves as an integration cornponent and is shown 
in Figure 7. The context information sources on the left side, 
transmit their data to the server. The rnode of the transmissions 
depends on the capabilities of the sensor. Additionally, oper- 
ation properties such as the update frequency or bandwidth 
constrains, require a suitable communication strategy. 

Several devices, such as Bluetooth sender, RFIIR-Badges or 
icalendar-compliant applications act as potential context infor- 
mation sources. The variety of devices allows to support intrin- 
sic and extrinsic context acquisition. The low-level information 
sources such as temperature or light sensors are encapsulated 
by virtual sensors (VS). These provide an abstraction to the 
vendor specific data type and communication. Each source 
should possess self-descnbing abilities, which are realized by a 
Web Service Description Language (WSDL) description. Tobe 
interoperable the data will be encoded in an extended Presence 
Information Data Formal (PIDF) Syntax [12]. 

At present the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [13] 
provides the common transport mechanism between the indi- 
vidual components. Currently, the SOAP messages are trans- 
ported over HTTP, but other transport mechanisms like jab- 
ber [I41 can be used in the future. Four different transport 
types, such as requestlresponse or notification are available. 



Fig. 7. A Coniexi-aware Communication Service System Using a Multitude 
of Context Informaiion Sources 

Additionally, SOAP support is available for various pro- 
gramming languages and many different operating systems. 
Altematively, other interprocess cornmunication mechanism 
can be utilized as well. 

2 )  Context Acquisition using lndoor Location Sensing und 
Calendar entries: The described system concentrates on 10- 
cation as a primary context information. Additionally. entries 
from an iCal-compliant calendar application are used as well. 
However, the system in principle is not limited to these two 
types of context information. Location sensing was restncted 
to indoor usage. Several indoor location sensing systems 
exist. The Active Badges system [3] is considered as the 
pioneer work in this area. The badges comrnunicate with their 
infrastmcture via infra-red (IR) transrnissions. 

Different indoor location sensing systems have been built 
and evaluated to show the feasibility of such approaches. 
The chosen approaches reflect the necessity to underline the 
applicability for different kind of end devices. A location 
sensing application based on a lEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN 
infrastmcture was implemented following the core ideas of 
RADAR [15]. A room-scale accuracy can be achieved by 
comparing the measured values with a before prepared signal 
strength map. The evaluation [16] resulted in a detection rate 
of approximately 85% if three or more Access Points (APs) 
are visible for the measuring device. The rate drops to roughly 
60% if only two APs were detected. A PDA mnning Linux 
and patched drivers for the WLAN cards were used as the 
Prototype device. A similar approach was undertaken using 
a Bluetooth environment [17]. The location is determined by 
comparing the 48 bit ids of the BT access points with a lookup- 
table containing the corresponding symbolic location infor- 
mation for every identifier. An advantage of both approaches 
is that they use cornrnodity wireless network technologies 
existing already in most office-like environments. Device such 
as PDAs and notebooks are often equipped with WLAN and 
Bluetooth interfaces. Therefore, no additional hardware cost 
for location sensing on the client side arise. 

Both approaches provide primanly location sensing infor- 
mation on a room scale. A commercially available location 
sensing system [I81 with infra-red tags and badges was 
installed to allow a more fine grain detection of positions. 
The tags have been placed near selected positions, such as a 

presentation wall. This information is useful to decide wether 
the Person is listening to a talk or presenting it. 

C. Exrending CPL for Context Usage 

The proposed goal is the extension of the existing CPL 
Syntax. The extension allows to consider the user's context. 
New CPL tags had to be developed which uses the context 
as a condition for switching between different behaviors. We 
have inserted new CPL tags for high-level contexts such 
as <AtHome>, <Working> or <Travel>. The CPL execution 
process queries for the actual context. A Context Server as 
described above is a possible source for this information. The 
query can be a SQL Statement for the database or a Web 
Service request messaging using SOAP. 

Fig. 8. Sequence of the Coniexi Query in the CPL-Engine 

New operators have been added to the existing CPL engine 
of the Vocal architecture. Figure 8 shows the sequence of 
operations for a context query. Two operators are of particular 
interest. The query-operator sends the query to the database 
mnning on the Context Server. Additionally, there is a result- 
Operator which evaluates the result. The result-operator will 
fork to the according next states. To handle timeouts a wait- 
state has been inserted between the query-operator and the 
result-operator. The wait-state is active until the result-operator 
receives the result from an extemal data source. During this 
time the wait-state calls the proxy-operator. This Operator can 
be used to signal messages e.g. 100Trying to the caller to give 
a feedback that the process is still running. The result-operator 
will call the next matching state after receiving the result. 

I) CPL Engine: The Vocal IP Telephony system has al- 
ready some implemented features such as call blocking, call 
screening or call forwarding. These basic-features can be 
easily controlled by the web interface. The CPL engine allows 
extensions to add new functionality. The according tags have 
to be specified for the existing XML-DTD of CPL. This 
specifications allow the verification of CPL scripts. 

Figure 9 depicts the initialization process of the Feature 
Server. Existing DTD files are automatically parsed on stanup 
of the Feature Server by the FeatureBuilder component. For 
each User an individual file exist. The builder process creates 
the necessary state machines for each User. The individual state 
machines are kept in memory and are linked to a predefined 
port number. 

2) Extension of the C P L  Engine: A small Set CPL tags 
is defined in the core specification. These tags allow to 



Fig. 9. Initialization Process of the VOCAL Feature Server 

cxpress the basic functionality to control calls. To extend the 
syntax with new and enhanced functionality it is necessary to 
create new CPL tags. For creating new features it is mainly 
needed to edit or create the four objects: CPLFeatureBuilder, 
CallProcessingLanguage, CPLlnterpreter and CPLOpXX. 

The CPLFeatureBuilder object has been extended according 
to the changes in the CPL DTD-file. These objects are instan- 
tiated if the new tag is parsed during the build of the state 
machines. The CallProcessingLanguage object is responsible 
for cxecuting the build of the state machines every time the 
corresponding CPL tag is reached by the Parser. Additionally, 
in the CallProcessir7gLatzguage object variables which are 
needed to get the Parameters from the CPL tag are defined. 

To build a state the CallProcessingLanguage calls the cor- 
responding process in the CPLInterpreter object. The CPLIn- 
rerprerer also defines the type in which the new CPL tag will 
be inserted to the state machine. A simple tag inserts only an 
additional state. A branch tag creates an additional forking 
Operators with several next states. Additionally, there are 
several features for incoming or outgoing calls. If an incom- 
ingloutgoing call arrives at the feature server, the server will 
search for an active feature which belongs to the called/calling 
user. This process is depicted in Figure 10. If a corresponding 
state machine is found in the memory the process will interpret 
the state machine of this feature. 

Fig. 10. Execution of FSM witliing the Feature Server 

The added functionality is implemented in an own operator 
named CPLOpXX. The operator object has to be inherited from 
the CPLOperator class. It will be executed if the state of the 
corresponding CPL tag is reached within the state machine. 

A vanety of devices allows to communicate everywhere and 
every time. On the other hand there is a rising demand for 
an efficient and intelligent way of controlling comrnunication 
requests. The approach in this paper proposes the consideration 
of the user's context. A new class of context-aware com- 
munication services have been introduced. Their applicability 
and advantage is investigated in the context of the Session 

Initiation Protocol (SIP). Two different types of services have 
been enhanced accordingly. The quality of the sewices depend 
on the sensed context. Sensing accuracy is found sufficient. 
The intemal processing logic of a standard call diversion 
service has been modified suitably. Additionally, the syntax 
of the Call Processing Language (CPL) has been extended 
by a new class of tags. These tags allow to evaluate context 
information as conditions. The experiences gathered while 
implementing the proposed extensions show that the chosen 
software platform provides a beneficial base. Knowledge from 
creating one context-aware call control service or a new tag for 
CPL can be projected onto further extensions. The effort after 
the initial endeavor stays appropnate for each new feature. A 
common vocabulary for context information and a unification 
of the data format for all information sources will yield 
additional advantages for the development of innovate and user 
centric context-aware communication sewices. An extended 
CPL-editor will guide the User through the creation process. 
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